
FORMPARK MINI: Small surface, big impact
Small area but big plans? With Formpark Mini, Bauwerk makes the appealing  
unconventional Formpark look possible for small areas too. For architecturally 
inspired patterns and maximum design freedom.
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2 | Introduction

Through tradition and vision, dedicated employees and loyal 
customers, we have become one of the leading parquet flooring 
manufacturers in Europe. Since 1935, we have been using our 
innovative power to constantly improve our products, manu-

facture, selection and services. Health 
and the quality of life in our living space 
are of particular concern to us. With the 
Sentinel-Haus certification and its dis-
tinction of Cradle to Cradle®, Bauwerk 
offers a unique guarantee: Building  
owners and their families have the assu-
rance that no harmful volatile organic 
compounds have been unknowingly in-
corporated or concealed in the entire 
Bauwerk range.

Parquet is the platform for the most  
varied of lifestyles, ways of life and our 
living and working environments. So, in 

addition to relaying some inspiring stories about people and 
moments in their lives, we would also like to present something 
new, worthwhile and interesting about the resource of wood, 
about parquet and about Bauwerk.

Why not take a few minutes to leaf through the pages. Perhaps 
in our new ARTWORK Magazine you will find a whole new 
chapter for your parquet story.

Ansgar Igelbrink
President of the Bauwerk Brand, St. Margrethen

Dear reader,

if we feel comfortable, then we feel at home. But where does this 
feeling come from? There are no fixed rules, so much is already 
decided beforehand without us even realising it. Every home 
has its own distinctive character. Just like the people who make 
them and decorate them. Parquet flooring is just as varied and 
distinct – full of character. And by consciously choosing to use 
healthy living materials such as parquet from Bauwerk, you are 
contributing significantly to your own well-being. With this in 
mind, we have designed a whole magazine 
around the subject of parquet. You will 
see that it is not only parquet that makes 
a place special: Families live here, friends 
are welcomed – it is a place full of won-
derful memories.

The ARTWORK Magazine is more than 
just a catalogue about parquet flooring. 
It is intended to be a source of inspiration 
for living at home, for living with parquet 
flooring. When putting together this 
issue, we met people who opened up 
their sanctuary and place of refuge for 
us. Some of these rooms have been resto-
red and decorated with great care. Others boast an extremely 
contemporary design along with dignified, modern architec-
ture. All the projects presented here have one thing in common: 
The handiwork of the parquet flooring does not fleetingly  
follow short-lived trends, instead it marks its place with its own 
originality and signature.



WITH PASSION 
AND PRECISION

Bauwerk stands for quality – 
that is why we check every single plank by hand

Bauwerk quality stands for the highest standards and is based 
on the four pillars of Development, Production, Services and 
Installation. Using this system, we guarantee top quality at 
every stage of the production process – and far beyond.

In our production, we guarantee Bauwerk quality by com-
bining expertise with the latest technology. Even state-of-the 
art production facilities cannot replace hands-on and visual 
inspections by experienced staff. We manufacture parquet of 
a unique quality through passion and precision. This quality 
is the basis for a quick and precise installation and a parquet 
experience that wows. To ensure that our parquet strips are 
ultimately installed in a professional manner to create a per-
fect parquet floor, we work together with selected installers 
and offer these partners a professional training course at the 
Bauwerk Parkett Academy.

TOP QUALITY IS 
ONLY POSSIBLE 
WHEN PEOPLE AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
PERFORM AT THEIR BEST 

DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION CONSULTING/
SERVICE

BAUWERK-
QUALITY

LAYING



At Bauwerk innovative power has a tradition

Switzerland is full of wonderful customs, colourful ways of 
life and rich in traditions. By combining these roots with 
Swiss quality awareness and new ideas, we create an inspiring 
variety of parquet for people who enjoy designing their living 
space.

Over 80 years ago our founding father Ernst Göhner develo-
ped the patent for making mosaic parquet. As early as the be-
ginning of the 1950s, the company began to focus on research 
and development on wood technology. At our Swiss head-
quarters, we have always been developing new and innovative 
products like the Vintage Edition (2012), Silverline Edition 
(2012), Master Edition (2013), Formpark (2014), Silente tech-
nology (2014) and a world first: B-Protect® (2015). With the 
further development of Formpark Mini and the innovative 
product Flow Edition (2016), Bauwerk proves once more that 
the pioneering spirit of its founding father is far from gone.

SWISS TRADITION, 
BUT WITH OUR FINGER 
ON THE PULSE

ON THE MOVE 
THROUGH EXPERIENCE 
AND INNOVATION



HEALTH 
IS OUR TOP 
PRIORITY

STRIVING TO MAKE 
“HEALTHY” PRODUCTS 
IS A LABOUR 
OF LOVE FOR ME

Marcus Beutel | Chemist in Research & Development
(at Bauwerk since 2011)

“Bauwerk’s products are already among the healthiest pro-
ducts on the world market. It motivates me to constantly im-
prove, and developing products that are completely pollutant-
free is a top priority in my job. It is of personal interest to me 
to develop products for the homes of our customers that are 
healthy and sustainable using the natural resource of wood, 
and to continue finding other natural methods for making 
parquet. Not just as an employee at Bauwerk, but also as a  
father who only is too aware of possible dangers.”

Parquet – for a pleasant, healthy living environment

Bauwerk’s “Healthy Living” mark of distinction makes a signi-
ficant contribution to your quality of life. Once you take a 
conscious decision in favour of healthy building materials, 
you have taken a big step towards personal well-being in your 
home. 

Thanks to its Sentinel Haus and Cradle to Cradle certification, 
Bauwerk can offer home builders and their families a unique 
guarantee: Bauwerk products will never have a negative impact 
on their health. Bauwerk thus stands for a beneficial, healthy 
atmosphere in your home.

TM



10 | Formpark Mini

Together with Studio Hannes Wettstein, Bauwerk is continuing the Formpark success story 
– this time in a smaller format. Formpark Mini encourages architectural creativity and  
individual design on smaller surfaces – at a very attractive price. Formpark Mini and its big 
brother share the fascinating, unconventional look created by individual installation and  
lighting that the parquet adds to any room. 

FORMPARK 
MINI

Formpark Mini offers a variety of 
options that will fit in with both the 
room and the character of those who 
live there.

Formpark Mini 380, Pattern 16, Oak Avorio

Endless creativity on small surfaces
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Formpark Mini 380 & 570, Pattern 21, Oak smoked

FORMPARK
IS INGENIOUS 
IN ITS SIMPLICITY:
TWO FORMATS 
C O U N T L E S S
POSSIBILITIES.
STUDIO HANNES WETTSTEIN

STUDIO HANNES WETTSTEIN

is a renowned architecture and de-
sign office based in Zurich. In the 
field of architecture, the studio is spe-
cialised in the design of interior 
spaces. Their work involves intelli-
gent room concepts and floor plans 
as well as architectural materialisa-
tions. Numerous projects completed 
by Studio Hannes Wettstein have 
won awards.

Our lives are shaped by ever-increasing mobility, a quest 
for individuality and flexibility – especially within our 
own four walls. We are no longer satisfied with the first 
thing we find, we also want to surround ourselves with 

something special even in our smaller rooms. The parquet format 
of Formpark was further developed with Studio Hannes Wettstein. 
So now, “FORMPARK by Studio Hannes Wettstein” is available in 
a new, smaller format. The inventors describe it in a nutshell: “The 
genius behind Formpark lies in its simplicity: Two formats, countless 
possibilities. “With Formpark, Bauwerk is able to offer something re-
ally desirable in the search for flexibility and individuality. “FORM-
PARK by Studio Hannes Wettstein” is a parquet combination that 
uses two unusual length ratios and is available in three different sha-
des. As a result the customer can choose from hundreds of different 
installation options. Whether it is a diagonal basket weave, herring-
bone, strip flooring, braiding style or completely new variants. Dif-
ferent gradingsgive the floor an even, calm to quite a characterful 
look. Furthermore, all the parts are deep brushed, nature oiled and 
chamfered on 4 sides. A plethora of options that will fit in with both 
the room and the character of those who live there.

It took over two years to develop Formpark. Samples, variants and 
prototypes were developed and rejected. It was not just the product 
itself that was crucial, but also the effect it made in a room. The gre-
atest technical challenge was achieving a precision-manufactured 
angle so that it would be possible to install all the different laying 
patterns even in the highest quality. It was a challenge that Bauwerk 
was able to master down to the last hundredth of a millimetre thanks 
to its many years of experience and innovative manufacturing me-
thods.
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Formpark Mini 570, Pattern 4, Oak

THE NEW
FORMPARK 
F O R M AT  
PROVIDES INNUMERABLE

CREATIVE 
FLOOR INSTALLATION OPTIONS 
ON SMALL 
SURFACES
STUDIO HANNES WETTSTEIN
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QUALITY. With decades of experience 
in the production of parquet and the 

proverbial Swiss quality, Bauwerk sets bench-
marks around the world when it comes to the 
manufacture, care and services for parquet. 

U NDERFLOOR HEATING. Multilay-
er wooden floors swell and shrink far 

less than solid wooden floors. This makes 
them more suitable for installing on under-
floor heating systems that are heated through 
electricity or hot water.

R EASONS. Not just one – there are so 
many reasons why you should choose 

parquet from Bauwerk for your floor co-
vering. You can read about some of these re-
asons in our magazine. More information on 
our website www.bauwerk-parkett.com

W OOD. With parquet flooring, you 
are bringing a bit of nature into your 

home. Wood conveys a feeling of comfort 
and thereby improves one’s quality of life 
through an improved sense of well-being. It 
creates its own special charm over the years 
and through its signs of use.

I NGREDIENTS. High efficacy with  
maximum compatibility; none of our 

products from Bauwerk contain any unne-
cessary, environmentally harmful and irrita-
ting ingredients. By using healthy living mate-
rials, Bauwerk Parkett manufactures wooden 
floors without any undesirable emissions – 
for a healthy lifestyle. You sense this right 
from the start. P RICE. In comparison to other floor co-

verings, parquet is fairly expensive. 
However, one should bear in mind that par-
quet is made from high quality material and 
the costs should be considered in conjunc-
tion with its extremely long service life. 
Thanks to its durability, parquet will last 
from one generation to the next. So when 
you look at it that way, it is actually excellent 
value for money.

S KIRTINGS. Perfectly shaped. Create 
the perfect finishing touches for your 

room with our wide range of skirting boards.

L ONG LASTING. Bauwerk sources its 
wood from sustainable forestry. This, 

together with its long service life and the abi-
lity to restore or renovate your parquet over 
and over, are all plus points in terms of sus-
tainability.

M AINTAINANCE & CARE: You’d 
be hard pushed to find another type 

of flooring that is easier to look after than 
parquet. The cleaning and care of the vari-
ous parquet surfaces is child’s play.

Z FROM A TO Z we stand by our claims. 
We are committed to providing the 

highest standards based on the four pillars 
of Development, Production, Services and 
Installation. Using this system, we guaran-
tee top quality at every stage of the produc-
tion process – and far beyond.

RENOVATION. Parquet is a type of floo-
ring that lasts for a long time. Neverthel-

ess, it may need to be refinished or restored 
after a few years. But even in the case of a re-
novation, parquet is a high quality replace-
ment for an existing floor covering.

V INTAGE EDITION. Together with 
Virginia Maissen, Bauwerk Parkett li-

terally took the floor when they launched 
the Vintage Edition. Old and used but still 
new and trendy:

N EXT FLOOR. Stairs no longer simply 
represent the most direct route to the 

next floor, they have become a highly de-
tailed design element. Stair solutions from 
Bauwerk guarantee that your parquet floo-
ring and stairs will match perfectly in colour, 
level of sheen, structure and grading.

16 | A – Z

PARQUET

BAREFOOT. There are only a few types 
of flooring that lend so many positive 

attributes as parquet does. It has a pleasant 
feel and look to it, plus its natural properties 
provide for a healthy indoor climate and 
high comfort factor.

C RADLE TO CRADLE. This closed 
loop system represents products that 

are produced in such a way that they can be 
completely recycled – which applies to 
Bauwerk’s parquet as well.

D ESIGNERS’ SATURDAY. The 16th 
Designers’ Saturday will be held on 

the 5th and 6th of November in Langenthal. 
Bauwerk will be there too, presenting its new 
products in the characteristic industrial 
buildings.

INTERESTING AND 
USEFUL FACTS 

ABOUT BAUWERK, 
SHORT AND SWEET

A SSORTMENT. The Bauwerk product 
range consists of over 350 items. From 

the classic “Building block Parquet” to the 
2.80 metre strip-plank. Receive personal ad-
vice in one of our showrooms.



EXCEPTIONAL
EXCLUSIVITY

R efined tranquility and spacious areas – a uniquely relaxing 
but also vibrant atmosphere. A lounging chair with a mat-
ching ottoman by Charles & Ray Eames, chairs with light 

chrome frames skilfully create soothing exclusive accents. Different 
materials such as natural stone, smooth stainless steel or cool expo-
sed concrete catch our eye with their subtle contrasts.

The almost 3-metre long Silverline floorboards really bring out the 
uniqueness of wood as a material with their distinctive grading and 
deeply brushed surfaces. Finished with natural oils, they shimmer in 
a soft silver or warm golden hues. Torben Hansen and his team are 
responsible for producing the boards of the Master Edition. Light 
brings the uniquely processed surfaces, materials and properties to 
life. This creates a kind of energy, an eternal interplay full of indivi-
duality transforming each floor into an original limited edition. 
Using the two ingenious and unconventional formats that the Han-
nes Wettstein Studio created with Formpark, we end up with pat-
terns that fit in perfectly with the space and personality of the home-
owners. 

True luxury means having space and the time 
to enjoy it. More and more people are 

creating their own personal aesthetic freedom 
with the finest materials and textures, 

exclusive lines and elegant colours – their small 
oasis in the everyday hustle and bustle of life.

18 | Exceptional Exclusivity

Unique aesthetics and 
exclusive perfection



The large-size floorboards integrate perfectly into the surrounding 
architecture. The furnishings beautifully enhance the colouring of the 
Oak Gold, creating an elegant and calming ambience. Stylish classic: 
Lounging chair with ottoman by Charles & Ray Eames (1956).

Silverline Edition, Oak Gold

20 | Exceptional Exclusivity

Master Edition, Oak Nacre
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Long floorboards accentuate the generous 
proportions of the room. The table by 

Eames and the chairs with light chrome 
frames emerge beautifully in the back-

ground giving enough room for the floor 
area to unfold to its full potential.

Silverline Edition, Oak Farina



Master Edition, Oak Nutmeg
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Silverline Edition, Oak Silver

Master Edition, Oak Caviar
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A high quality Bassam divan and 
choice individual objects. The reserved 
decoration and Formpark in smoked 
oak laid out in a heringbone pattern 
reveal their own unique, understated 
elegance. 

Formpark 780, Oak smoked



URBAN
  LIFE

28 | Urban Life

Dynamic innovations and streamlined functionality

Light, open spaces characterise urban life and personal style 
is the measure of all things. A nostalgic industrial look or an 
enthusiastic experimentation with contrasting combinations 

and rich colours? Urban cocooning full of light, ease and calm? Or 
emphasized streamlined simplicity? Anything goes.

Accents set through powerful colours, deliberate stylistic juxtaposi-
tions and different materials. For instance, a black skirting board gives 
the otherwise light room that certain something. The search for so-
mething special between concrete and asphalt can also be found in the 
flooring with the warm look of the natural oak that looks like building 
blocks, or Cleverpark in smoked crema for that more snug feel. The 
city dwellers of this world specifically choose parquet flooring as the 
platform for the personal design of their living space.

Cities are alive and dynamic; inspiring trends 
are constantly reinventing themselves from 

different influences, cultures and ideas. Although 
living areas in the city are limited, inexhaustible 

creativity can create maximum comfort in 
the smallest of rooms.
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Unobtrusive black furniture and dark grey 
walls emanate a serene calmness. 

Large panorama windows give the room 
a light an airy ambience. The warmth of 

natural oak in a strong look entices you to 
enter the world of urban cocooning.

Studiopark, Oak



Simple but striking. The dark floor in the new colour of Oak 
smoked Crema underscores its loft-like charm. Contemporary 
furniture from the 1950s makes the room feel cosy in this 
old brick building with white, bare walls and original windows 
with metal frames. 

Cleverpark, Oak smoked Crema, B-Protect®

 Urban Life | 33
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Clear, minimalist furnishings with classic 
materials blends in perfectly with the 
calm oak of the parallel installed Formpark.

Formpark 520, Oak
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Unopark & Trendpark, Oak smoked Farina

A daring combination: 1950s style furniture in front of newly 
designed wallpaper. Rich colour contrasts on the building block 
oak floor make the retro scene look very modern.

Prepark, Oak Parallel



NATURAL 

 CHARM
Skilled craftsmanship, high quality, authentic materials and na-

tural shapes characterise the room. A splendid workbench is 
skilfully crafted as a stage for still life, rustic wooden boards 

make up a desk in the study and an old high chair gives the dining 
room that certain something.

Whether it is in a fine texture, smooth, light or in a special ship deck 
pattern using Formpark Oak: Parquet is a valuable part of nature that 
enriches both rural and modern styles homes and gives them that 
final personal touch. It is the natural look of textured surfaces, the 
rustic gradings and the light colours in particular that give rooms a 
warm, genuine and animated feel. And in the end, we lay witness to 
the bringing together of animation with authenticity and simplicity 
with real experiences.

The scent of a freshly mowed meadow by 
the slopes of the Grison mountains, fruit that 

is ready to pick from your own garden – 
the longing for nature lives on. The desire 

for peace and enduring values is noticeable 
in every detail.

Vibrant simplicity and 
modern authenticity

38 | Natural Charm
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Villapark, Oak Avorio

Pure nature. Rustic oak planks with a charming grain full of 
character harmonise the interior effortlessly with its solid, 
rustic wooden elements in combination with modern simplicity. 
Natural linen in cool colours and black-grey tone in 
the adjoining bathroom add that touch of modern chalet.

Villapark, Oak
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The female touch: emphasis on white, space 
and light, accompanied by fresh flowers 

and paintings of children. Artworks in strong 
colours reflect the hues of the bookshelves 

next door. The lamp, featuring softly 
flowing material over long tripod legs, is a 

real eye-catcher.

Casapark 181, Oak Duna



Cleverpark Oak Avena
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The rustic floor creates the basis of the modern country house 
look, creating harmony between choice, individual items 
from various eras. Simple curtains filter the light. Together with 
a solid, old wooden bench, they set the stage for individually 
arranged still life.

Cleverpark, Oak Avorio



The Villapark family gets that extra 
dimension thanks to the special fine grain 
that runs lengthways down the elegant 
conifers. The use of exclusively knot-free 
boards and chamfering on the long side 
strengthen the calming and spacious feel of 
the nature oiled strip planks in the much 
loved colour of Farina.

Villapark, Douglas Farina

Natural Charm | 47



THE MAGIC OF 
FARAWAY PLACES

R adiant colour accents contrast with seductive, warm colours 
to create a fascinating setting for choice individual objects 
collected from all around the world. Ornate wood car-

vings, cushions straight out of 1001 Nights, Buddha figures, Japanese 
screens, delicate ornaments and woven baskets are personal testimo-
nies to the skill of craftsmanship from foreign shores. 

Carefully selected floorboards are laid as the basis for this exotic 
touch. The smoked tones of the small blocks, the simple whitewashed 
parquet or the dark smoked oak floorboards – finely tuned and ex-
pertly combined, these floors help awaken the memories of our tra-
vels. Sizes, colours, structures and laying styles all complement each 
other. Whether in deliberate contrast or subtle harmony, these confi-
gurations testify the globetrotter’s yearning for travel and effortlessly 
accommodate each new souvenir.

The spirit of discovery and curiosity have 
always driven us to explore foreign countries 

and cultures. Local materials and 
craftsmanship come together with European 

influences to create a cosmopolitan 
living style that we enrich our homes with.

Multifaceted exotic combined 
with the beloved homeland

48 | The Magic of Faraway Places



Megapark, Doussie FSC® 100%

The Magic of Faraway Places | 51

Souvenirs from the last trip to Morocco and the shade of slightly 
smoked oak in small blocks whisk us away to the Arabian Nights.

Unopark, Oak slightly smoked
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Authentic artefacts and collector’s items 
give the room a touch of “Out of Africa”. 
The unobtrusive, whitewashed flooring 
really highlights these exotic eye-catching 
objects.

Trendpark, Oak white limed
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Solid waste wood elements are laid in 
harmony with the floorboards of the 
Villapark range in the new Crema colour. 
The accentuated decorative strip and the 
colour of the kitchen unit give the kitchen 
a subtle maritime flair.

Villapark B-Protect®, Oak Crema
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Casapark 139, Oak smoked
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The Vintage Edition is ideal for lively interiors where treasures 
from all around the world come together. The vibrant 
green of the floor creates a strong contrast to the red tones 
of the patchwork quilt from Morocco.

Vintage Edition, Unopark Green intense



TIMELESS 
  ELEGANCE

P recious unexpected treasures from the flea market, an ele-
gant chandelier, casually draped fabrics, comfortable sofas, 
carefully selected designer objects – an expertly collated 

nonchalant collection of timeless elegance. Personal style takes pre-
cedence over the spirit of the times. Comfort instead of convention 
–  the room is characterised by its grace and allure. 

Depending on the type of wood and surface, the floor subtly under-
lines the elegance of the room or is in itself a defining part of the 
room. The sense of calm emitted by the walnut and natural oak in a 
classic ship deck pattern is an appealing foundation for opulent ac-
cents and the natural luster of the Oak Mandorla beautifully comple-
ments the leather and chrome pieces. Parquet flooring harmonises 
and enhances – sometimes poignantly, sometimes in a reserved ele-
gant manner. It fits in just as elegantly with Art Nouveau style fur-
niture as with the crisp clear lines of modern furnishings, and never 
loses its timeless and enduring look.

Elegance is not dictated to by periods or styles 
of interior design – it can be abundant 

and grandiose as well as sleek and understated. 
Charming unusual artefacts ingeniously blur 

the lines delineating what is classic and 
modern whilst never losing their beauty.

Everlasting beauty and seductive allure

58 | Timeless Elegance
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Sumptuous and simple at the same time. Oak Natural 
is strong and distinctive enough to carry this 

interior design. The grain of the wood is shown to its 
particular advantage in the classic ship deck design.

Casapark 221, Oak
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Harmonious colours, cosy fabrics and 
Formpark, Oak Avorio in an excluvie 
style of installation, transform this room 
into a place of power. 

Formpark 520 and 780, Oak Avorio



The new colour Mandorla brings warmth 
into the black and white dominated 
interior design. Chromium steel, copper 
and gold accents. 

Villapark, Oak Mandorla

 Timeless Elegance | 65
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FLOW
EDITION
a radical re-interpretation of parquet f looringFlow Edition, Ash Nero
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Everything flows –
A floor in complete harmony

The new Flow Edition has the best of two worlds. Inspired by 
cast floors but possessing all the qualities of real wooden floor, 
Bauwerk’s Flow Edition displays an industrial character that 
nevertheless conveys a feeling of warmth. Pioneering reduction, 
seamless tranquillity. Unobtrusive yet confident emphasis on 
space and surface. Anything is possible – panta rhei.

Flow Edition | 69

Whether purist and elegant, 
tastefully selected and mounted or 

just simple and easy – the Flow 
Edition moulds to suit the most 
varied configurations of rooms.

Flow-Edition, Ash Bianco

U nrestricted, unprecedented: The demands made of floor 

coverings have increased dramatically in the past few ye-

ars. And parquet is no exception to this discerning new 

attitude in terms of requirements and appearance. Today’s 

demands have created a parquet flooring that is appreciated by both owners 

of properties and by architects alike. This style undoubtedly started in New 

York, London and Berlin, where empty factory and industrial buildings have 

been converted for residential purposes. The actual fabric of the buildings 

was barely changed and even the floor coverings with their marks from me-

chanical damages, cracks and stains were also 

adopted. These so-called lofts started appearing 

in Switzerland in the middle of the 1980s and in-

creasingly in Zurich and Winterthur in the 1990s. 

A lot has changed since then and this impression 

of ample spaciousness has made its way into our 

living environment. Nowadays, however, there 

are the added prerequisites such as: no cracks, no 

stains from spilled liquids, no discolourations 

and, preferably, in a clearly defined colour tone. It 

is for just this market that Bauwerk has developed its latest parquet collec-

tion: the Flow Edition. It offers the best of both worlds for the trendsetter 

who still wants quality. Because the specially modified processing technique 

and the resulting installation procedure not only allows for plenty of scope 

in terms of design, this product still soars above the rest owing to its high 

resilience and outstanding properties that only a parquet floor can boast to 

have. 
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The floor exudes pure harmony and is alluring with its unique beauty. On 

this premise it was possible for Bauwerk to take a completely new, fresh look 

at parquet flooring. The Flow Edition creates a naturally smooth, silky fine 

and, above all, warm-on-your-feet surface as only parquet can. The intrinsic 

values of real wood, free from 

harmful fumes, make all the diffe-

rence. The Flow Edition is availab-

le in Ash, in the following dimen-

sions. 1450 x 130 x 11 mm. Its 

structure is very even and calming 

– supplied in the three tones of Bianco, Nero and Grigio. Its visual effect 

creates a loft backing and the material gives it that pleasant and cosy feel.

70 | Flow Edition

The new look of parquet –
amazingly even, calm and flowing.
Flow-Edition, Ash Grigio
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5.
HOLIDAY IN A BIRD’S NEST

Have you ever spent the night in a bird’s nest? In the middle of the woods, 
the Treehotel in Sweden has six different tree houses you can choose from. 
The hotel rooms hang in the trees at heights of up to six metres. Each room 
in the Treehotel was designed by a different architect. Each room has a mo-
dern toilet and in the winter months the tree house is warmed up with the 
underfloor heating. In a perfectly camouflaged bird’s nest there is plenty of 
room for a family with two children.

www.treehotel.se 

The Brazilian designer Renata Rubim has developed a line of wooden 
tiles together with Oca Brasil that reflect three periods in Brazil’s design 
history. “Tribal” interprets the stylistic idioms of the indigenous popu-
lation. “Colonist” is influenced by the floral elements of the Portuguese 
colonial era. “Modernist” was inspired by the works of the Brazilian 
landscape architect and painter, Roberto Burle Marx. 

www.oca-brasil.com

4.
BRAZILIAN WOODEN TILES

Sledding is fun! But what do you do with your sled for the rest of 
the year? Max Frommeld and Arno Mathies tackled this issue and 
came up with the idea of a folding sled. When designing the Folding 
Sled, they wanted to make sure that this did not lose the original 
charm of a wooden sled. That is why even the blades are made out 
of wood – only the seat is made of plastic, which has small hinges 
so it can fold away.

www.maarno.com

FOLDING SLED

A QUAINT RETREAT

The Guarda Val is a unique Maiensäss hotel, which has 11 chalets and 
lodges that are up to 300 years old. Directly above Lenzerheide at 1600 m 
above sea level, it brings together the Alpine traditions rooted in Grisons 
with a modern take on Alpine design and way of life. Big enough to offer 
luxury, yet small enough to grant individuality. A contemporary design 
combined with materials from the mountains, lots of stone and wood in 
particular. Whilst the interior of these historic buildings have been com-
pleted renovated, the exteriors have been left just how they were all those 
years ago. Result: The Maiensäss hotel Guarda Val offers a skilful combi-
nation of pleasure and a personalised service with authenticity, simplicity 
and a genuine mountain experience.

www.guardaval.ch
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The wall-mounted clocks from Natuhr are produced 
using only solid wood such as walnut, oak or maple with 
an oiled finish. Combined with covering panels made 
from specially pressed materials such as real bark, ferns 
and hay from Alpine highlands, these timepieces from 
a period where time stands still are a testament to the 
local nature.

www.natuhr.com

SLOWING DOWN TIME

The company “Freitag” has become known 
for its bags made from recycled lorry tar-
paulins. After the brothers had searched in 
vain for suitable work clothes for their  
employees, they quickly developed their 
own new textile. F-ABRIC is robust, sustai-
nable, made in Europe and, most impor-
tantly, it is biodegradable, because its fibres 
are made from hemp and linen. The first 
collection is perfect for work purposes, 
looks good and is completely suitable for 
wearing at parties – a very important factor 
for Freitag.

www.freitag.ch/fabric

BIODEGRADABLE

Innovative ideas and great designs for living space
UNEXPECTED TREASURES

The original homeland of Carlo Clopath from Grisons is reflected in his Palutta 
series. The kitchen accessories have an atmospheric and sensual aura. Minima-
list stylistic idioms capture local customs and traditions in this Swiss tableware. 
The surface that comes into contact with the mouth is treated with a natural 
coating following the Japanese tradition of craftsmanship “Urushi”. 

www.carloclopath.com

ORIGINAL AND SENSUAL1.
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AROUND THE  
  TABLE WITH 
THE FAMILY 
   MODERN HOME WITH HISTORICAL TRADITION

LIFE
With the renovation the family 
has shown that traditional 
and modern do not have to 
be mutually exclusive.

HOUSE BURGDORF

74 | Homestory – House Burgdorf
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O pening the doors to happiness. You can feel it as soon as 
you step inside this house. The plan to create a retreat 
for family and friends has succeeded. Modern goes hand 

in hand with old. It is exciting to find this sensory ambience in a 
distinctive style of life with a huge helping of that “every day can 
be a happy day” feeling, as exemplified for decades by the Scandi-
navians with their love for natural materials and practical designs. 
This is how nature in the form of genuine materials with a natural 
finish, earthy colours and classic Scandinavian furniture have come 
together in an interior with a strong Nordic look at the heart of the 
Swiss Emmental. Far removed from the notion that nature and wood 
in a house must remind us of a log cabin both in its form and also 
its charm. Because the Bauwerk Casapark strips in Oak Farina are 
laid throughout the house, the owners were 
able to pull off the timeless design elements 
in a new, up-to-date setting, and even accen-
tuate it with items they restored themselves. 
The private rooms above are accessed on a 
renovated staircase, which acts as a unifying 
element to the whole look. 

 The longing for comfort 
is reflected in the great 
 attention to detail.

HOUSE
Burgdorf

Product:  Casapark 139, Oak 45, Farina
Architects: Kaufmann und Arm AG, Burgdorf
Builder:  Private
Photos: Michael Zingg, Berne
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Carefully recycled doors provide open views from room to room and 
the green expanse of the garden fills the generously sized window. 
The lighting has been improved in part thanks to the new spacious 
passages; the new rooms (like the combined master bedroom and 
bathroom suite) are very inviting. You are master of your own de-
stiny here. The need for comfort is reflected in the lovingly crafted 
details. In the deliberately simple rooms with white and grey colour 
schemes, the sun’s rays pour in and create an interplay of privacy and 
openness. In addition to using the same flooring throughout all the 
rooms, it was important for the family that the floor in the children’s 
room was not only durable and looked good, but that is was also na-
tural and provided a healthy climate. After all, it is in the children’s 
room where most time is spent on the floor: playing, messing around 

to their heart’s content, tumbling and 
tinkering. And because wooden floo-
ring is always pleasantly warm un-
derfoot, they also decided to opt for 
wooden planks in the bathroom as 
well. The result was a style inspired by 
nature itself, with a keen sense for the 
beauty of the architecture and a care-
fully executed renovation.

1. |  ROMPING AROUND
 Natural and durable – the recycled swan

2. |  ESSENCE OF LIFE
 For a successful start to the day, 
 parquet is pleasantly warm underfoot.

3. |  SENSE OF WELL-BEING
 The architecture conveys 
 clarity and spaciousness.

4. |  AIMING HIGH
 Stairs in keeping with the decor 
 create a f lowing transition between 
 the floors.



1.

2.

3.

4.

Product:  Villapark Oak 35, Avorio
Architects: Thomas Schmid (SIA), Zurich
Builder:  Private
Photos: Simone Vogel, Zurich

O ne specific demand was made before the refurbishment work began: The particu-
lar style of the house was not to be changed, it just had to become more modern 
and spacious. This pull between historical heritage and the present day dictated 

the planning. Outwardly the existing appearance remained largely untouched whilst inside 
new spacious suites were created in a modern look. The direct access to the garden was a fac-
tor in this configuration of the space. A continuous floor covering was installed throughout 
all the rooms: Villapark parquet strips in the Oak Avorio 35 finish, deep brushed and nature 
oiled. Given the generous dimensions of the floor plan, it made sense to use the large 210 by 
19-centimetre boards, thus creating the perfect stage for an extravagant monolith made of 
concrete that houses an open fireplace. The area in front of the crackling fire is now a favou-
rite spot. The simple walls, the exposed concrete create a cosy atmosphere and leave the way 
open for so many different possibilities and design ideas. The consistent use of selected mate-
rials, such as the simplicity of its design, convey a sense of contemporary luxury.

1. |  LIFE
 To make the floor a real eye-catching 
 design element, everything had to be 
 planned to the last details and expert
 advice was called in.

2. |  HAPPINESS
 White walls and white furniture give 
 the light-hearted details rooms to shine.

3. |  CONTRASTS
 Cold becomes warm. Clear contrasts 
 working in harmony.

4. |  FREE SPACE
 The garden acts as a natural extension 
 to the living environment.
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HOUSE
Ebnat-Kappel

LIGHT  and STYLE

Representativeness and renewal characterise 
the architecture of Thomas Schmid (SIA) 
from Zurich. And the same applies at  
house Ebnat from 1957, after it had been 
extensively refurbished.

78 | Homestory – House Ebnat



WALDESRUH 
DA DANIELE

The handwritten menu at the Waldesruh da Daniele restaurant, as 
it is now known, is barely legible. But that doesn’t matter: Whatever 
dish is placed before you is guaranteed to be delicious. Even exquisite. 
Behind the name tag “da Daniele” of the establish-
ment is the restaurateur Daniele Pagliei from Rome. 
When the sun shines and the weather is fine, the 
best place to while away the time is under the large 
beech tree in the garden, otherwise you can make 
yourself comfortable at the nicely positioned tables inside in a unique 
setting and enjoy lovingly prepared Italian specialities. 

The Waldesruh establishment used to always be the number one 
address in Uitikon-Waldegg and an attraction not just for the locals. 
That is why it was not just simply renovated, it was made into a fantas-
tic example of what the coloured parquet from the “Vintage Editon” 
line could do in bridging the gap between the traditional and the 
modern. Together with Virginia Maissen, Interior Designer at the re-
nowned creative Studio Gustave in Zurich, Bauwerk literally took the 

floor with this parquet – in the truest sense of the word. Visibly old 
and used, very fashionable, yet modern and new. The desire to have 
something special led to the choice of oak parquet flooring in the 

colour “Green Intense”, matt lacquered. The planning of 
the interior followed less of a green question of faith and 
more of the design aspects. Not one piece of wood in this 
venue is the same as another. Every day and every guest 
leaves their trace on the surface and every scratch repre-

sents a memory – everything tells it own story. The grain of the oak 
with its particular interplay of colours shapes the entire dining area, 
expresses comfort and its unique patina lends it a new character. 

The challenge in this exciting project was to preserve essential com-
ponents of the historical building, but still create a contemporary 
transition at the same time. Particular focus was given to procuring 
the most natural and authentic materials as possible that would give 
the dining area a grand sense of space and a discreet edge of sophis-
tication.

GREAT in GREEN

Product:  Unopark Vintage Edition Green intense
Architects: Virginia Maissen, Zurich
Builder:  Daniele Pagliei, Zurich
Photos: Andrea Diglas, Zurich
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New life 
in an old 
building



MARIAGRÜN 
PRIMARY 
SCHOOL

Product:  On-Edge, Oak
Architects: Christoph Kalb, Philipp Berktold Architekten 
Builder:  Gebäude- und Baumanagement Graz GmbH
Photos: Markus Kaiser, Graz

CHILDREN ARE LIFE
T he new Mariagrün Primary School in Graz is designed in such a 

way that both its outline and proportions blend in harmonious-
ly with the surrounding parkland. The pedagogical, programmatic 
characteristic of this primary school is reflected most strongly within 
its walls. Instead of using ordinary doors, the classrooms open up 
with sliding doors stretching from the floor to the ceiling into a large 
common room where the children come to play, learn and rest – so it 
is not just used during break times. A passive building construction 
and support in the study of the building biology were already laid 
down in the tender, likewise all areas such as household toxins, aller-
gies and asthma had to be given their due consideration, especially in 
the choice of materials. “Building block” parquet from Bauwerk was 
used throughout the entire building – installed in parallel in oak. 
An ideal choice of floor covering for scampering feet and tumbling 
play sessions. The design is classically timeless, visually appealing, 
natural and indicative of healthy living. The end result conjured  
customisable open areas that looked more like a large living room 
than a school hall. The use of high quality materials in the interior  
decor was exemplary as particular attention was paid to ensuring 
good quality, using only materials from controlled sources and  
making optimum use of these resources. All in all, this work created 
the best conditions for high quality school life.

At Bauwerk Parkett every step of  
the machining and treatment  

of the wood takes into consideration all 
the environmentally relevant factors:  

the use of wood from controlled  
sources, the optimum utilisation of the 

raw materials at hand and the  
use of solvent-free glues and lacquers.
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BULTHAUP 
IN BELSENPARK

Product:  Villapark, Oak 14, Avorio
Architects: bulthaup / Bärbel Schleiting
Builder:  bulthaup / Bärbel Schleiting
 

A GREAT LOUNGE with GLOBAL CHIC
O berkassel is without doubt one of the prettiest districts in  

Düsseldorf. Now a new district has been built in this central 
position on the site of the former Oberkassel freight depot with the 
Belsenpark, as part of the expansion of the historic architecture in 
recent years. And bulthaup rests in the midst of all this, with its  
unmistakable area for relaxing, meeting people and coming together. 
The 200-square-metre showroom is very inviting, tempting you in to 
experience the quality, functionality, ergonomics and design of the 
kitchens from bulthaup. The kitchens on show here are presented as 
the most important living environments of any house. One can note 
the trend towards open-plan style kitchens with a flowing transition 
between cooking, eating, working and leisure time. On the one hand, 
the brushed, nature oiled oak boards in Avorio optimally comple-
ment the showroom and on the other hand, because of the irregular 
structure of the oak, there is hardly any dirt to be seen and any small 
scratches are visually concealed. The parquet from Bauwerk works in 
the same way as the kitchens from bulthaup do. It goes beyond a 
unique design concept combined with the best quality and the high-
est precision in terms of material, manufacture, planning and pro-
cessing. This ensures that the right choice of parquet takes on board 
the architecture of the house and room in every way and is installed 
in a way that suits the habits, lifestyle and personal preferences of its 
occupants.

Two high-calibre interior design 
philosophies converge: Bulthaup 
Küchen and Bauwerk Parkett. 
Welcome to life.
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T his contemporary bathroom has been transformed into a place 
of peace and relaxation. The two worlds of a sophisticated ambi-

ence and a homely atmosphere collide beautifully to create a modern 
wellness oasis for the body and soul. Parquet flooring made from real 
wood integrates perfectly into this setting with its overriding feeling 
of calm and comfort. A parquet floor turns the bathroom into a safe 
haven where you can feel revitalised. The beautiful natural material 
grounds us and instantly diffuses a relaxing atmosphere that makes 
us feel at ease. Like no other material, parquet succeeds in evoking a 
sense of well-being even in the bathroom atmosphere. As in all other 
living areas, parquet can be installed here in the most varied of sty-
les: timeless elegance, Nordic rustic or modern minimalist. Anything 
goes. With the correct planning and a professional installation, 
skilled craftsmen can successfully mix different styles, dimensions 
and materials. And that is how a bathroom can reflect personalities 

and ambiances, through every little detail. Granted that a lot of peo-
ple don’t even care or notice at first whether there is strip or parquet 
flooring in a bathroom and there is still a lot of reservation against 
the use of wood for details and stone tiles in bathroom interiors. But 
there is also the flip side of the picture as the use of parquet on board 
seafaring vessels proves beyond a shadow of a doubt. Just like on a 
boat or ship, parquet in a bathroom needs some attention a little spe-
cial care. Wet feet and the odd puddle here and there after having a 
bath are unavoidable, but they do not pose a problem if they are wiped 
up straight away and not left to soak into the floor. If the right kind of 
parquet is used over a fully bonded surface and the joints are carefully 
sealed, then the moisture cannot build up underneath the floor or in 
the cracks. When the surface is treated with oil, the parquet floor also 
becomes water-repellent. Just these few easy steps makes it possible 
for you to enjoy that pleasant barefoot feeling in your bathroom.

 A GOOD 
  FEELING:
WOOD IN THE   
 BATHROOM 

PARQUET FLOORING
 IN THE
BATHROOM

A bathroom with parquet has magic. Just seeing it is 
enough – a feeling of well-being starts to grow, 
as the natural material of the parquet emits warmth 
and a sense of comfort.

Parquet Flooring in the Bathroom | 85

Villapark, Walnut american, with talsee bathroom furniture made from Bauwerk parquet



HEALTHY LIVING

Guaranteed healthy living
Thanks to its Sentinel Haus and Cradle to Cradle® certification, Bau-
werk can offer home builders and their families a unique guarantee: 
Bauwerk products will never have a negative 
impact on their health. Bauwerk thus stands 
for a beneficial, healthy atmosphere in your 
home.

Why this is important
We spend 80 to 90 percent of our lives in closed 
rooms, breathing in 10 to 20 cubic metres of air 
per day. Although airtight building envelopes 
make sense in terms of energy, ventilation is so 
far reduced that harmful substances may collect from a variety of 
sources. Approved building products are therefore an absolute must if 
we want to ensure a healthy room atmosphere. Together with the Sen-
tinel Haus Institut, Bauwerk has been testing its products since 2010.  

Is parquet healthy per se?
No. Although wood is a natural, renewable raw material, the manu-
facture of parquet involves glues, varnishes and oils. All materials 

used by Bauwerk meet the highest standards 
and are regularly tested by independent insti-
tutions in different countries. 

Invisible but measurable
High health standards in homes are not 
reached by accident, they can be planned and 
measured. Aside from pollutant-free ambient 
air and pleasant acoustics, parquet has further 
plus points: there is no static charge, it feels 

warm under cold feet and it remains pleasantly cool on hot summer 
days.

Bauwerk’s ‘Healthy Living’ mark of distinction makes a significant 
contribution to your quality of life. Once you take a conscious  
decision in favour of healthy building materials, you have taken  
a big step towards personal well-being in your home. 

INVISIBLE 
BUT 
MEASURABLE
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We were able to rely on the gifted designer 
and stylist Alexandra Rawlinson for the pho-
toshoots of our new product lines of Form-
park Mini and the Flow Edition. Originally 
from Australia, she now lives in Zurich and 
has worked all around the world for renow-
ned companies such as Hermes, the Four 
Seasons Hotels and magazines, such as, Elle 
Decoration 

Bauwerk Parkett has created all the images 
displayed in the Artwork Magazine from its 
own photoshoots with original Bauwerk par-
quet. There are no digital visualisations.
 

PHOTOSHOOTS WITH ALEXANDRA RAWLINSON

WEBSITE: 
THE CONFIGURATOR VISUALISES IDEAS FOR YOUR HOME

You can enjoy playing around with as many 
different ideas as you like with the Confi-
gurator. It will configure ten rooms – more 
than 60 parquet floors, 18 different wall co-
lours, nine colours for the kitchen and three 
different skirting boards can be combined so 
that within seconds you can visualise your 
individual ideas for your home. 
www.bauwerk-parkett.com
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NEWSWERK
CRADLE TO CRADLE®: 
BAUWERK AWARDED GOLD AND BRONZE CERTIFICATION

Bauwerk is the first and only wooden floor manufacturer to have 
been awarded the Cradle to Cradle® Certified™ Gold certificate for its 
Silente products. Thanks to production optimisation at the St. Mar-
grethen plant, all products made in this factory (50% of the entire 
Bauwerk portfolio) will meet the Cradle to Cradle® Certified™ Bronze 
standard as of 2016.

Five-stage Cradle to Cradle® Scorecard
As the name implies, the Cradle to Cradle® certificate does not begin 
with the finished product. The comprehensive certification process 
involves five areas: material health, material reutilisation, energy, 
water and social responsibility. 

350 healthy living floors and our competent 
parquet specialists are ready to help you in 
the spacious, inspirational setting of our 
Bauwerk Parquet Worlds. Experience par-
quet with all the senses: Interactive tools and 
professional advice on interior design will 
help you choose the right floor for you.

Nothing is better than being able to talk di-
rectly with one of our experienced parquet 
advisers. They will be only too pleased to 
answer your questions about parquet and go 
over your personal requirements, and at the 
end there is no obligation to purchase.

WORLD OF PARQUET 
BAUWERK
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Lasting Beauty

BAUWERK ID – SETTING A SIGN

Your Bauwerk floor is one of a kind, a genuine part of your living en-
vironment – manufactured by Bauwerk in accordance with top quality 
standards, carefully selected by you and professionally installed by a 
specialist. Since we consider the longevity of our floors to be a central 
quality feature, we have now created a special Bauwerk ID which will 
act both as a lasting sign of our quality approach and as a seal of qua-
lity that allows us to assist you with all floor maintenance activities. 
This process is sealed with the individually numbered Bauwerk ID. 
Once you have registered your product, you can rest assured that you 
have taken all necessary steps to ensure optimum care and mainte-
nance of your floor. 

Attractive guarantee package for registered floors
Your Bauwerk ID will come with an exclusive guarantee package that 
includes the following benefits:

• Bauwerk ID made from aluminium, 
 with personal identification number
• Extended 10-year guarantee
• 1 set including a cleaning and care product suitable for your parquet
• Specific cleaning and care advice for your floor

To activate the extended guarantee, enter the number on your Bau-
werk ID at www.bauwerk-parkett.com and complete the online form. 
Once the Bauwerk ID has been registered and installed, the extended 
guarantee for the Bauwerk product becomes legally binding.

Installing the Bauwerk ID 
Bauwerk IDs come in the right sizes for each selected parquet. Your 
installer will integrate your Bauwerk ID in the preferred floor area 
according to your instructions. We recommend discussing the mat-
ter with your installer at an early stage. Thanks to its lengthwise 
tongue and groove, the Bauwerk ID will fit seamlessly into your floor. 

Registration will start in spring 2016. 
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WE CARE 
FOR

MAN AND 
  NATURE 

“Symbiosis between man and nature” stands for responsible economic 
operations. People who work with wood develop a special feeling for 
a responsible approach to nature. Based on the concept of a symbiosis 
between man and nature, Bauwerk is constantly working to improve 
its performance in the fields of ecological responsibility, healthy living 
and social ethics.This includes:

› the exclusive use of wood and materials that are renewable 
 and manufactured in sustainable processes

›  the avoidance of pollutants in the entire process – 
 from forest to living room

›  fair partnerships with customers, suppliers and their 
 subcontractors  and assumption of social responsibility

›  responsible and reliable partnerships with our staff 

›  manufacture of top-quality parquet floors and healthy 
 (natural, quiet and controlled) accessories.

procure

ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL ETHICS

HEALTHY LIVING
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“Symbiosis between man and nature” stands for 
responsible economic operations. People who 
work with wood develop a special feeling for a 
responsible approach to nature. Based on the 
concept a symbiosis between man and nature, 
Bauwerk is constantly working to improve its 
performance in the �elds of ecological responsibi-
lity, healthy living and social ethics. 
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Suspended lamp: Impressionen Versand | Dining table: More – Bernhard Müller 
GmbH Side table: Vitra

Photo, page 26/27
Bassam couch, wohnbedarf wb ag, Zurich | Speakers Piega: Piega SA, Horgen
Foscarini floor lamp: Mobitare, Dübendorf

Photo, page 30/31
Floor lamp: Gubi | Multimedia system: Sony

Photo, page 34/35
Couch, floor lamp & club table: Elastique, Zurich | Picture frame: Waldraud AG, 
Zurich | Architecture books: Hochparterre Bücher, Zurich | Bicycle: Studio Hannes 
Wettstein, Zurich

Photo, page 41
Flue: Berbel | Fridge and oven: Smeg
Suspended lamps and dining table: Impressionen Versand
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Sink tables: Impressionen Versand
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Photo on dibond : White Wall (picture of seagulls)
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Suspended lamps: Impressionen Versand

Photo, page 60/61
Wallpaper: Marburger Tapetenfabrik

Photo, page 62/63
Molteni couch & side table: Zingg-Lamprecht, Zurich | Belux floor lamp: 
wohnbedarf wb AG, Zurich | Curtains: Pfister

Photo, page 68
Picture: Filip Gregorowicz
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Switzerland

World of Parquet
Grabenhofstrasse 2
6010 Kriens
T +41 41 340 84 84

World of Parquet
Tannackerstrasse 7
3073 Gümligen
T +41 31 950 44 88

World of Parquet
Industriesstrasse 41c
8304 Wallisellen
T +41 44 745 80 80

World of Parquet
Münchensteinerstrasse 220
4053 Bâle
T +41 61 331 88 88

World of Parquet
Avenue du Mont-d’Or 91
1007 Lausanne
T +41 21 706 20 50

World of Parquet
Via Battista Foletti 6
6900 Massagno
T +41 91 966 62 40

Bauwerk im stilhaus
Rössliweg 48
4852 Rothrist
T +41 62 388 46 80

World of Parquet
Kasernenstrasse 90
7000 Chur
T +41 81 254 12 70

Centre of Parquet
Neudorfstrasse 49
9430 St. Margrethen 

›  Head Offices
 T +41 71 747 74 74

›  World of Parquet
 T +41 71 747 73 30

› Parquet forum

World of Parquet
Route de Ferney 211
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex
T +41 22 788 45 12

France
Bauwerk Parquet
Savoie Hexapole – Actipole 4
Rue Maurice Herzog
73420 Viviers du Lac
T +33 4 79 341 712

Italy
Bauwerk Parquet
Via Pergolesi, 19/H
06132 Perugia 
T +39 340 921 4962
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World of Parquet 
Gnigler Strasse 61
5020 Salzburg
T +43 662 87 38 71 140

Bauwerk im stilwerk 
Praterstrasse 1
1020 Vienna
T +43 1 21 21 060

Germany

Austria

Bauwerk im stilwerk
Grosse Elbstrasse 68
22767 Hambourg
T +49 40 30 03 55 33

Bauwerk im stilwerk
Kantstrasse 17 
10623 Berlin 
T +49 30 30 82 78 66

from May 2016:

World of Parquet
Bahnhofstrasse 77 
72411 Bodelshausen
T +49 7471 700 0

Bauwerk im stilwerk
Grünstrasse 15
40212 Düsseldorf
T +49 211 710 670 74

BAUWERK
QUALITY

SWISS
TRADITION

HEALTHY 
LIVING

Wood from
controlled origin

TM «Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification 
mark licensed by the Cradle to Cradle 
Products Innovation Institute.» Cradle to 
Cradle® is a trademark of MBDC LLC



Bauwerk, a Swiss company with a long tradition, has been applying its skills, 
precision and passion to manufacturing beautiful top-quality wooden floors since 
1935. One of the leading European parquet manufacturers, Bauwerk offers 
its customers a comprehensive and innovative range of products that stand for 
healthy living and conscious design of the personal living environment. 
www.bauwerk-parkett.com


